


Gaming is the largest and fastest growing market worldwide 2

How much is the gaming industry worth? THINK BILLIONS

The Gaming industry was valued 
in 2019 more than $150 billion 
dollars, and expected to reach 
$210 billion by 2022.

According to the latest figures, 
the video game business is now 
larger than both the movie and 
music industries combined, 
making it a 
major industry in entertainment.

There are 2.5 billion gamers 
around the world.



Who are we? 3

Wargaming is a developer and a publisher of online games.

WHO ARE WE? Wargaming

OUR MISSION: To deliver legendary online 
games. Globally. With passion.

OUR VISION: To make every player happy

WHO AM I? Player Relations Director

150+ 
million 
Players

15+ Released titles

20 Offices Worldwide



Who am I? 4



Voice of the Player program. What is it? 5

We know that generating an insight is tricky. Putting it into words? Even more tricky.

Market Research

Data analytics

Big Data
Insights

Today

Behavioral Economics What’s our next 
big idea?

People’s stories turned into big companies.
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Get to Know our Players
Our players are the basis of our 
existence. We need to learn 
what our current and future 
players need in order to deliver 
to their expectations. 

Our Objective
Listen and learn from our 
players on a timely basis, to 
influence and improve player 
happiness.

Drive Player Happiness
Be agile using the VoP across all 
regions and departments to 
effectively interact with our 
players. 

Voice of the player should be at the heart of everything we do
Our vision is to be agile and reactive through effective communication with our players
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Execute
Have developed a strategy on 
how we will use resources and 
tools to drive player happiness 
within marketing, product and 

PEX teams. 

Identify Opportunity
Online Media is the word of 

mouth of our Players. NPS can 
measure player happiness. 

Happier players leads to 
financial and brand growth.

Team up with the best 
Clarabridge, Brandwatch and 

Hootsuite have been identified 
as the best tools in the industry 
to enable us to learn from our 
players and react on a timely 

basis.

Budget sign off 
Budget requested to fund 

deployment of project through 
the three selected tools. 
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The road to effective communication and player happiness
Combining data intelligence with our expertise to drive player happiness

Progress
ü Social Media chats
ü In game chats
ü Blogs and other websites
ü Service tickets
ü App stores reviews



Clarabridge and Brandwatch are industry’s best tools 8

Renowned brands across different industries use these tools to understand their customers

Team up with the best 

§ Entertainment
§ Media
§ Tech
§ Telecom
§ Health
§ Finance
§ Retail
§ Automobile
And many more…

Dashboard example

Combine all sources that our players use to chat in simple 
dashboards, to measure sentiment, understand needs & 

behaviors and compare vs our main competitors, 
products and regions



Our strategy to define and implement the VoP 9

Introducing player insights to enhance and advance our BAU strategy and processes

Drive and measure 
Player Happiness 

through VoP

Link sources with existing 
data and communities 

feedback to create a story

Deploy three tools 
selected to understand 
our players’ needs and 

behaviours (Implementation stage 
includes English and Russian only)

Determine the Voice of 
the Player

Communicate trends and 
insights with PEX, Product 

and Marketing teams

Embed VoP in our BAU 
strategy and KPIs

Execute 
campaigns/changes 

based on Insights and 
measure effectiveness

Develop a unified CSAT 
and NPS scorecard across 

all regions and products

Recommend ideas to 
address negative 

sentiments and boost 
positive sentiments

Implement Long Term 
Strategy*

Immediate Focus (Q1) Future Focus (Q2 onwards)

*Long Term Strategy includes expanding the scope to cover all regions



Driving the Community work 10

Driving Engagement and understanding Sentiment
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Best performing campaign (reach & engagement). Good audience fit & timing.

THE WALKING DEAD
Trigger = Season premier; Target = WoT and Walking Dead fans



12STAR TREK TURNS 50
Good Reach



13PORNHUB & YOUPORN BANNED IN RUSSIA
Using our Inflences to drive brand awareness



Evaluating the success of our strategy to implement the VoP 14

Introducing player insights to enhance and advance our BAU strategy and processes

Drive and measure 
Player Happiness 

through VoP

Link sources with existing 
data and communities 

feedback to create a story

Select and deploy the best 
tools to understand our 

players’ needs and 
behaviours (Implementation stage 

includes English and Russian only)

Determine the Voice of 
the Player

Communicate trends and 
insights with PEX, Product 

and Marketing teams

Embed VoP in our BAU 
strategy and KPIs

Execute 
campaigns/changes 

based on Insights and 
measure effectiveness

Develop a unified CSAT 
and NPS scorecard across 

all regions and products

Recommend ideas to 
address negative 

sentiments and boost 
positive sentiments

Implement Long Term 
Strategy*

80% Success. 
Tools implemented and 

sources linked. 
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80% Success. 
Trends and ideas 

communicated. Not 
embedded in strategy.

Not a Success. 

Not a Success. 



What went wrong? 15

STRATEGIC

• The idea was great, but the company was not ready for it.

• Trust was not there.
• Did not fit the culture. 
• Too global, too ambitious, too soon.

PRACTICAL

• We did not think about all languages we operate.

• People did not want to be part of the project. 

• Tools were hard to use – no dedicated time in roles. 

We asked, observed and noted the successes and failures of this project.



The project was closed. 16

The initiative was great, but it did not work.

- Spent days understanding products and how they work.

- Launched in small scale in Player Support.

- Involved different teams and stakeholders. 

- Built on small successes.

- Communicated step by step and received feedback.
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Q&A




